
Project Name: Renewable Energy? AHA Is A Big Fan! 
STREAM Fair date: May 20th, 2020 
 
 
Project Overview: 
Reasoning: Wind energy sources has become the fastest-growing energy sources in the world. 
There are a tremendous amount of benefits that wind energy sources provide such as cost 
efficiency, being both a clean and environmentally friendly energy source and sustainability. 
Let’s find a way to make wind energy even more efficient!  
 
Description: Blow us away with your prototype of a windmill built out of recycled materials. 
Provide us with scientific research and reasoning on where you would implement the windmill, 
in addition to the benefits it would bring to the community. Your project should be supported by 
accurate and sufficient research that conveys a strong foundation in STREAM. Be creative! 
 
Main Objective: To create a windmill entirely made out of recycled materials. You will be 
judged on the complexity, creativity, and ingenuity used to design your windmill and perform the 
task. 
 
Project Outcomes: 
After presenting your windmill prototype, the judges can determine that you: 

● Have a clear understanding of a  windmills’ process and mechanics 
● Researched the benefits of wind power and its potential impact in an effort to use 

renewable energy 
● Tested means of creating a windmill, and used the most energy-efficient and eco-friendly 

design 
 
Creating a Windmill  

A. Background 
a. Research how windmills work 

i. What kind of energy do they use? Define what this type of energy does. 
ii. How do they generate energy?  

iii. What design of the propellers is most efficient? 
b. Research why windmills are more eco-friendly 

i. What about windmills makes them better for the environment? 
ii. Mention the benefits to using windmills over other types of energy 

production (as well as some negatives) 
B. Design and build your own Windmill based on the information you have gathered 

about energy production from windmills. Include a blueprint of your plans, with the steps 
and outcomes of each step clearly labeled. Your device must match your blueprint in 
parts and movement 

 
 


